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The following is an interview by Commodore Gary Simon with Mark Lindeman, owner of a
Capri 22 (Icarus)(#894), who sails in our CSYC Wednesday night keelboat races. Mark has
been a consistent winner in the Capri 22 and Combined Keelboat fleets going-back several
seasons with his wife and crew, Pinky, and crew, Dawn and Bill Darling...

Gary - Mark, tell us about growing-up, your work, and your family.
Mark - My dad was in the military and we moved around alot. From age 12-18, I lived in Colorado,
however, and I’ve always considered it home. I spent ten years in the Air Force serving in Arizona,
Utah, and West Germany. I was a pilot for 30 years with American Airlines, retiring last year. I have

a wife, Pinky, two kids (Eric and wife, Nicole, and Megan) and two grandkids.
Gary - How and when did you learn to sail?
Mark - I tried golf after the kids went off to college, but that didn’t go so well. With my flying
background and interest in aerodynamics and weather, I thought I’d give sailing a try, and in 2004, I
took Victoria Sailing School classes from Jim Cook at Cherry Creek. After taking classes, I started
sailing with another Victoria Sailing School alumnus, Dave Gershwin. We sailed J22s through their
“Why Buy” program for five years. Learning to sail and eventually to race is proving to be a fun and
rewarding challenge. Each time we sail things are different and there is always something to learn.
My wife says that sailing is a “thinking person’s sport”. I agree with her on that. At first, most of our
time was spent getting in the way of other boats, unfortunately. Luckily, long-time CSYC members
were patient and kind with our fumbling efforts and gracious in sharing their expertise.
Gary - What boats have you owned prior to the Capri 22?
Mark - None. Only the Capri 22...in 2009 Randy Shelton told me about a Capri 22 for sale at Carter
Lake with good sails. I bought it and brought it to Chatfield. Along the way, Robert Kline, Randy
Shelton, and Bill Darling have been great mentors. I can’t thank them enough for all of their
kindness and all they have shared with me. Over the years, I’ve also done some boat chartering in
the British Virgin Islands (4 times), Chesapeake (once), Bellingham, WA (once), and Maine (once).
Gary - What’s your preparation before leaving the dock?
Mark - Well, I’ve put a lot of time in the off-season consulting with experts. I recommend reading
books written by Buddy Melges (Sailing Smart) and Frank Bethwaite (High Performance Sailing).
I’ve learned to pay attention to the quality of my equipment and the mental side of sailing. For
example, we frequently pull the boat from the water and clean the bottom.

Having good equipment and a clean bottom gives me the peace-of-mind to pay attention to other
important details. I rely on my North Sails Tuning guide for the Capri 22 and have base settings of
30 on the uppers and 20 on the lowers, using the Loos #1 Tuning device. I leave the forestay fully
extended at the turnbuckle, and control it’s tension using the backstay.
Gary - How about your sails?
Mark - I have a 135% Mylar North Genoa which is a few years old and the main is Dacron. All of
my sails, including the spinnaker are made by North Sails. I do stow my sails below deck after use
(i.e. don’t use a mainsail cover) to avoid UV deterioration.
Gary - Out on the lake, what’s your pre-start routine?
Mark - We try to be sailing on the lake well before 6:00PM (for a 6:30PM start). We talk about the
wind direction and velocity and discuss what we think might be the course selected by the Race
Committee. We set the jib cars for the anticipated wind strength. We raise the spinnaker out of the
bag to ensure there are no twists. (We use twings, no downhaul). We determine how square the
start line is to the wind (by sailing head-to-wind at both ends of the line). We discuss which tack
might be the favored tack on the first leg (i.e. we try to sail the longest time and distance on the
favored tack soon after the start, if not before). This often will determine where we choose to start
on the line. We don’t take line sights (referencing a landmark onshore) very often, as they’re often
difficult to see in the final moments of a start sequence. Instead, we judge our distance to the line,
by our feel, our experience, and the boats around us. We note the course posted on the RC boat,
especially after the Prep signal. We reach down the line testing the time to sail it’s distance. And,
we make several test runs at the line on a closed-hauled course, noting the time it takes to sail
away from the line and return.
Gary - What part of the line do you aim for in your final approach?
Mark - Our goals at the start are to be on-time, with clear air, and speed, sailing on the long tack to
the first mark. We’ll sail to the part of the line that meets these requirements. Our overall goal
is to sail the first leg on the more favored tack, so our start plan derives from that. Secondarily, we
will try our best to be the most windward boat and avoid traffic. If we’re at the RC Boat end, we try
to be on the layline with clear air and speed at 30 seconds. At 30 seconds before the mark, we
consider ourselves to be racing, and like to be sailing near top-speed, with clear air, and sufficient
timing to hit the line at zero seconds (i.e. our practice allows us to do this, and we prefer to avoid
luffing down-speed starts). In light wind, we try to keep the boat moving and always close to the
line (i.e. we rarely sail far away without a good reason). We will do a port-tack approach, on
occasion, tacking into a hole, with 30 seconds to go.
Gary - What percent of the time does your actual start equal your planned start?
Mark - Probably less that 50% of the time does our actual equal plan. But, when we hit our plan its
a great feeling, certainly. A lot of it depends on communication among the crew members, practice,
and experience. We will do a down-speed luffing start when necessary, with our bow person calling
time, distance, and other boats. We will luff the jib primarily, keeping the main for forward drive and

pointing ability. At 30 seconds before the start, we’re in race mode, and prefer to be approaching
the line on-time, with clear air, and speed-on.
Gary - What are you doing on the first ~100~200 yards of the first leg?
Mark - We’re focussed on boat speed and assessing our options. We’ll start with a fatter jib and
fuller main, and will seek opportunities to trim for height on the wind. As soon as we are full speed
and pointing, we want to get on the favored tack. If we’re in a pack of boats and feel buried, we’re
looking to tack-out.
Gary - Tell us about how you set-up your boat for different wind speeds.
Mark - Upwind, I have learned from Bill Darling to be maniacal about getting our telltales streaming
uniformly on both sides of the jib. Every inch given-up, here, by not getting this right, is lost forever.
In light winds, we’re seeking an aerodynamic shape on our sails and boat trim. Our forward crew
sits to leeward, up by the jib clew. Our trimmer also sits to leeward and as far forward as possible
on the side deck. We will heal the boat slightly to leeward in light air, allowing gravity to bring some
aerodynamic shape to the sails.

In medium winds, we try to sail the boat flat, seeking efficiency in our underwater blades. For
example, for only a few degrees of side heel, we’re losing several inches of righting momentum,
which translates into side slippage...not good. We try to manage the wind gradient efficiently by
getting the top telltale flying on the main.
In heavy air, we try to sail our boat flat, maximizing our underwater blade efficiency. We try to “stall”
the top leech telltale on our mainsail, with the second telltale streaming 80% of the time. All of our

sail controls are on tight (i.e. cunningham, vang, backstay). In gusts, we’ll hike hard, drop the
traveller down, ease the jib, and lastly, ease the mainsheet at last resort.
Gary - Tell us your observations of the wind patterns at Chatfield.
Mark - Well the onshore terrain bends the wind around somewhat. In light air, there’s often wind
around Mark 3 and along the shoreline down to Mark 4. In the Spring, the fluff off the cottonwood
trees will often give clues to the wind direction. We like to think of the wind as “falling from above”
and not so much blowing “across the water” and depending on which side of a puff we’re on (falling
from above as it spreads out on the surface of the water), it usually results in a header or a lift.
Lastly, in the middle of the lake, when the masthead wind vane is spinning in light air, anticipate a
change in wind direction (i.e. a new wind direction is coming).
Gary - How do you like to position yourselves versus your competitors?
Mark - When ahead, a loose cover is an important consideration, or at least sailing in the general
vicinity, and same direction as our closest competitor. However, we try to avoid a tight pack of
boats, and will go into pinch mode, in order to get-away. We prefer to avoid getting in a duel on
our typically short courses.
Gary - Tell about your boat handling...tacks and gybes.
Mark - Communication is important, certainly, and we’ll usually discuss the need for a tack before
executing, as every tack loses a boat length. We try to avoid over-steering and displacing the
rudder off the centerline too much, as this engages the brakes. Buddy Melges breaks a tack into
thirds, with the first third squeezing-up to head-to-wind, the second third passing-through the wind,
and the last third gearing-up slowly again to close-hauled. In light winds we will roll-tack, if possible,
with everybody hiking on the leeward side, turning, and then everybody hurdling to the leeward side
on the new tack.
Going downwind, we aim to sail to a 135-150 degree apparent wind angle. Sailing dead downwind
is slow. We will gybe whenever necessary, as a gybe loses very little in terms of boatspeed. Our
bowperson is looking aft for wind pressure and our middle crew is communicating pressure felt on
the spinnaker sheet and guy.

Gary - Tell us about your spinnaker handling.
Mark - We strive to always launch our chute AT THE MARK, and will avoid sailing several boat
lengths down the course before launching, if possible. Our spinnaker pole goes up before the mark,
with the bowperson on the halyard, and middle crew pulling the guy to our forestay, with our goal to
get the chute full and pulling at the mark. The helmsman steers to 135-150 degrees apparent and
the boom on the side shrouds.
At the leeward mark, we try to steer a course that takes us wide first, then close to the mark going
close-hauled up the course. We try to get windward of the mark, as soon as possible, by
extending-away from the mark (i.e. not tacking) especially in light air. When dousing the spinnaker,
we try to flake the halyard so that it runs free. The bowperson will release the halyard, and our
middle crew will gather the clew first, followed next by the foot and head of the sail, quickly stuffing
the spinnaker in the companion-way bag.
Gary - In your opinion, what should we all be doing better, to become more competitive sailors?
Mark - First, a caveat, I’ve only come to the sport recently and there are lots of sailors in our club
with more experience and knowledge about the sport. Here’s what has worked for us: I know it can
be difficult, but I highly recommend carving out some time to practice. Practice sessions allow you
to fix previous mistakes and build crew coordination. Second, the next best thing we’ve done is to
de-brief the race afterward. Cover both your errors and successes. Third, there’s an illusion that
heeling the boat upwind is fast, when in fact, a heeled boat typically results in a shortened keel,

reducing pointing ability. Fourth, we can all pay more attention to sail trim, and especially sailing
with a flatter main. Lastly, we need to be fanatical about our jib telltales...make it an obsession to
keep them streaming, going upwind.
Gary - What can you recommend to new sailors and those in Victoria’s Why-Buy program?
Mark - Be willing to learn and become competitive. Study the rules of racing and ask veteran
members what the rules mean when they are confusing to you. Push the envelope and get outside
your comfort zone (laughing) without running into another boat! When I started racing, sailing the
course and finishing the race was a great triumph! After that, not finishing last was very rewarding!
It took lots of time and practice and help from people like Robert Kline, Randy Shelton, and Bill
Darling to become competitive. For Why-Buy sailors, you are on the right track. Why-Buy is a great
way to become competitive racers at low cost. I recommend you consider buying your own set of
good used sails. And, eventually, consider buying your own boat. Owning and racing my own boat
gives me a lot of pride and joy.
Gary - Thanks, for sharing.
Mark - My pleasure.

